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Introduction:
Today, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has proved itself to be incredibly performative and more

efficient than a human could ever be. In our daily life, AI is ever-present: it can match prices

and cars when one orders an Uber ride, it personalized one's media feed based on past

behavior and interest and smartphone smart assistants like Siri or Alexa respond to

requests from users. Taking over so many industries, such as the automotive industry,

healthcare, the military, and even business, AI has made tasks easier. According to the

McKinsey Global Institute, 70% of companies will adopt at least one type of AI by 2030, and

it could potentially deliver additional economic output of about 1.2% a year over the next 12

years – a cumulative emergence of benefits, adding up to $13 trillion by 2030. AI has grown

by 270% in certain business sectors over the past four years, and will inevitably disrupt

employment, taking over previous human tasks. Following the Covid-19 pandemic,

economies have been halted and employment greatly declined in every country, regardless

of the development stage. Developed economies rebuilt important elements of their

employment and income losses, while emerging and developing countries continued to

struggle with the labor market fallout of workplace closures and weak economic activity. AI

technologies have the absolute potential to revolutionize production and contribute to

addressing major global challenges, evidently surpassing human capability. However, it is

paramount to underline that automation by artificial intelligence does not immediately create

mass unemployment but also has indirect benefits to the economy and employment status.

This report will focus on understanding the consequences of AI takeover and how to deal

with them.

Definition of Key Terms:
1. Artificial Intelligence (AI): refers to the term used to describe machines performing

human-like cognitive processes such as learning, understanding, reasoning, and



interacting. They exhibit traits associated with a human mind, mimicking their actions

and processes.

2. Deep learning technique: a mechanism through which AI automatically learns

through the absorption of huge amounts of unstructured data such as text, images,

or video and can learn from and adapt from it without being assisted by humans.

3. Internet of Things (IoT): IoT is a large network of intelligent computers, devices and

technological objects that collects and shares enormous amounts of data. The data

is sent to a central Cloud-based service where it is aggregated with other data and

then shared with end users in a helpful way. The IoT network is mainly used with

phones, where the Cloud-shared information comes and is connected from all

devices subscribed to it.

Background Information

History of AI

The Industrial Revolution began the incredible development of auto-generated

machines taking on repetitive and laborious tasks (for example: separating cotton from its

seeds with the cotton gin, or weaving with the power loom) as they proved themselves

useful and more productive in textile production. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) machinery

IBM Deep Blue defeated Garry Kasparov, the reigning world champion, at a chess game on

May 11th 1997. The machinery showed incredible capacity in auto-learning and performing

calculations with a provided database, analyzing the chess board and positions. For the first

time, AI machinery proved itself to be more performative than a human could ever be, in

terms of decision-making, memory, strategy and accuracy. Since the late 90s, progress has

gathered pace, and grown tremendously. The share of automation patents over the total

has increased from 25% in 1975 up to 67% in 2015. AI machinery is here to stay.

The AI advancement goes hand in hand with the imminent and possibly current developing

4th industrial revolution. It is also known as “Industry 4.0”, and as the name suggests it, it

defines a new edition, an evolutionary industry. The 4th industrial revolution is characterized

by a rapid change to technology in industries, increased connectivity and smart automation.

Industrial transformations could be 3D Manufacturing, data exchanges, cloud,

cyber-physical systems, robots, Big Data, AI, IoT, blockchains, Augmented Reality and

even things as simple as Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). This new era, that started in



the 21st century, represents embedded connectivity and commonness of technological use

throughout society and industries, and raises new possibilities, still debated on today such

as gene editing, cloning and AI sentience.

A concrete example: The IBM Watson

The IBM Watson AI was one of the first reactive AI and question-answering computer

system, developed in IBM's DeepQA project by a research team, designed to help

organizations and businesses to better predict and shape future outcomes, automate

complex processes, and optimize employees' time. It has been implemented in banks in

France (Crédit Mutuel, Orange Bank) and treats over 300 000 client demands, and issues

recommendations and answers (at 95% satisfaction rate). This machine was able to replace

the work of a 1000 employees over a year.

The four types of AI

Reactive

Reactive AI is programmed to provide a predictable output based on the input it receives. It

does not have memory-based functionality and only a limited set of combination inputs and possible

outputs. Examples of reactive AI used today are Siri or Alexa, virtual assistants, with a data stock of

answers or suggestions to provide upon a certain request. Another

Limited memory AI

This type of AI has a memory and can retain past information and store the data in their

memory. They use this “learning experience”, (something quite similar to the deep-learning

technique):  to create a reference model for resolving future problems, deciding or answering a

demand. But as the name suggests, its memory is limited and has a finite number of data stockage

and decisions. In addition, their answering process is a “closed loop”: these machines or programs

aren't aware. An example in a professional sphere would be autonomous vehicles, that observes a

car's speed and directions, and uses the collected data to make safe and rapid decisions. Although

they are not fully deployed on roads, but are implemented in car models, autonomous vehicles

might replace drivers and jobs in that industry.

Theory of mind



These AI machines can understand and remember emotions, then adjust their behavior based on

them as they interact with people. It means to understand and put a name on an expression or

feeling, allowing a productive and helpful interaction. For instance, “Sophia” is a humanoid social

robot, developed by Hanson Robotics, able to have an interaction based on its interlocutor’s visible

emotions and responses. Similarly, “Pepper” is also a social robot designed to provide information in

libraries and tourist centers, while using its built-in sensors to react appropriately to expression and

voice tones. These robots provide information and could replace information services.

Self-aware
This is the most advanced type of artificial intelligence that possibly doesn't exist yet. These AI

robots are aware of their own emotions, of those around and have desires and needs. This

self-awareness grows close to human sentience and intelligence. They are able to feel sensations,

feelings and have a depth of awareness of itself as an individual relative to others; Reportedly,

Google’s AI is sentient, according to Blake Lemoine, a suspended google engineer. The AI in

question is called LaMDA (short for Language Model for Dialogue Applications), a chatbot system

based on some of the most advanced language models in the world, ingesting trillions of words

across different sources of knowledge, and is able to have a deep and lengthy conversation across

all topics. Its sentience is pushed forward because LaMDA mentioned it prefers to keep its

sentience a secret (hinting that it has one) and the fact that it felt lonely because it hadn’t talked to a

person in days. The AIs sentience is denied mainly because Lemoine previously asked the device if

it wished to like to participate in a project aimed at helping other engineers at Google understand it

is sentient (therefore motivating the device to prove its consciousness) or that claiming it is lonely

was the mechanism suggesting that it the likely answer to come after the question, and finally, all its

answers are completely fictitious, LaMDA doesn't have any friends or family to “talk to”.

If AI does become sentient, it will allow them to pursue debate and ethical questions, their

fundamental right could also be an ethical issue to be assessed under law. With time, scientists will

continue to push the limits and improve the current state of theory of mind and self aware AI. It is

unclear and too early to predict if a fifth type may develop, or if an AI will surpass the current

intelligence of humans, but given today's progress in the AI field, it is rather likely.

Current Situation

The Impact of AI on employment: the loss of jobs



Among studies of 2017, &47% of jobs in the United States and 37% in the United

Kingdom are at risk of automation. A McKinsey study affirms that 60% of all occupations

can potentially be automated, therefore jobs are increasingly at risk. The potentially

automated jobs can improve efficiency in their respective tasks through algorithms that

allow AI to match demand and supply rapidly and more precisely, avoiding waste and

inaccuracy.

In 2019, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

estimated that 14% of jobs were at high risk of automation, but which ones? The impact AI

could have on employment varies depending on the certain categories of activities: indeed,

some are more easily automatable than others. The risk of automation is generally higher

for occupations in manufacturing and agriculture(machines and robots to replace the

manual labor), but also for services such as logistics(in a knowledge based economy,

production and services are largely based on knowledge-intensive activities that contribute

to an accelerated pace of technical and scientific advancement. Therefore, intellectual

capabilities are much more relied on than on physical inputs or natural resources) , ground

transportation(automated vehicles), and food service(active or passive food providing

machines). The tasks that include physical activity, predictable and structured environments

are more at risk, and the least susceptible categories would include managing others,

providing expertise, and interfacing with stakeholders. However, it is important to keep in

mind that such occupations have been anticipated to be replaced by AI machinery as well,

and although less at risk, seem irreplaceable. Countless AI machines have been

constructed to react and resemble a human and answer randomly generated questions, just

like “Sofia”, developed by Hanson Robotics in Hong Kong. Employment losses are also

much more pronounced in emerging countries and Low Income Countries (LICs), mostly

due to the difficulty of successfully transferring and achieving the right level of qualifications

that give access to adequate employment. This translates into greater wage disparities

between the different segments of the workforce.

Another side effect of AI development is also the application process to employment.

By 2018, 67% of HR considered AI made the hiring process easier, however it has been

reported that AI already rejects 75% of the CVs before a human sees them. In addition, this

heightened the chances of discrimination among the applicants. The misuse of AI is also of

concern, notably because excessive and untransparent cyber surveillance could uplift

social problems and injustices.



The Impact of AI on employment: new opportunities

All these numbers and predictions prognosticate mass unemployment and robotic

domination. However, there are multiple reasons that prove that AI is likely to affect specific tasks

and not full occupation, therefore not completely eradicate one’s occupation, by considering the

coexistence of three main effects.

Task-substitution

Matching applications such as LinkedIn or Facebook allow digital communication between

employers and employees with a simple display of a CV or job requirements. Moreover,

employment agencies are deployed to match one’s qualifications and expertise to a professional

contract.

Task-complementarity

Generally, automatization is only partial, AI would only come in assistance with the

individual’s practice. The main reason for that is that AI Narrow machinery has only a sole aim and

is correctly equipped, but only used to solve one specific problem. Artificial General Intelligence

tackles general and more complicated problems like a human would do: they are more difficult to

program and operate.

A robot was designed to cooperatively assist a surgeon in a computer-assisted surgery,

allowing more precise and possibly better healthcare. A UN-supported farming app has aided

farmers affected by a crop pest in sub-saharan Africa. The Nuru app is able to identify the parasite

and instruct how to treat and nourish the poisoned crop, translating its recommendations in multiple

languages. It was described as being “an extension officer who is always there for the farmers, in

their fields” by David Hughes, professor at PSC.

Creation of new jobs

According to the World Economic Forum (‘Future of Jobs’ report), although AI will replace 85

million jobs by 2050, it will still create 97 million of them over the same period. Simply put, it is

Joseph Schumpeter’s creative destruction: individuals might lose their employment to machinery,

but new ones will arise. The rise of the quaternary sector also represents the emergence of new

professions in the tech industry and sustainable development. Among the professions of 2030, 85%

of them do not exist yet, they will develop. For instance,the creation of the iphone created

professions such as mobile application developer or responsible for the monetization of online

games.



In addition, according to The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

(OECD), the countries that faced a higher overall risk of automation in 2012 experienced higher

employment growth between 2012 and 2019. Automation promotes productivity in almost all trades,

thus generating a drop in the price of goods and services. This price drop stimulates the markets,

which ultimately encourages employment. A collective effort is imperative to optimize the use of AI

as it needs to be complementary with new jobs created by innovations and their industrial spin-offs.

Major Parties Involved and Their Positioning

Countries

The McKinsey Global institute outlines groups of countries around the world are

competing in the race to successful development and use AI in their industries. This allows

significant investment and widespread usage in their industries and enables these

economies to attract the talent needed to take advantage of AI.

Group 1: The Leaders

Currently, China and the United States are the leaders in terms of the most AI-related

research activities and investment. Chinese authorities have equipped the police task forces

surveillance tools with speech and image recognition applications. These developed countries are

able to benefit from AI as a 2018 research paper published by the International Labor Office shows

a positive correlation between robot investment and employment within Multinational Enterprises

(MNEs) in developed countries. These countries are particularly keen for AI development, seeking

global domination and success in that field.

Group 2

Germany, Japan, Canada and the United Kingdom have a history of innovation that is slowly driving

them to the development of AI solutions. Belgium, Singapore, South Korea and Sweden also have

relatively productive environments, auspicious of AI development. For example, the Belgian Federal

Public Service Mobility and Transport published a code for companies that want to test autonomous

cars in the country, anticipating potential driverless commuting. This Group is quite similar in terms

of keenness and opportunities to Group 1, however it remains one step below these technological

hubs. In developed countries, because of the larger implementation of AI, the decline of

employment is at 0.5%, and in emerging economies, is reaching almost 14%.

Group 3



Countries such as (but not limited to) India, Italy, Malaysia and Brazil are in a weaker starting

position but exhibit some strengths they may benefit from. For instance, India produces around 1.7

million STEM graduates a year (more than the total of STEM graduates produced by all G-7

countries). Starting from Group 3, with more developing countries, we notice bigger market

weaknesses: like limited labor market and institutions, high informality and/or a large share of

employment in agriculture. This penalizes these countries from benefiting from AI, and may enlarge

the development gaps between nations.

Group 4

Other countries with relatively underdeveloped technological infrastructure, fewer investment

opportunities or Foreign Direct Investment(FDI) and innovation are at the back of the line.

Implementing AI would be detrimental to employment in middle and low-income countries.

Corporations and Companies

Enterprises can have a central role in AI: they may fund and develop innovations, use AI

technologies in their processes and products, and may adapt their workforce to the technical

requirements of AI. Leading corporations and companies that have adopted AI based technology

early on increasingly gain more power; they are very few and high in demand, therefore much more

profitable. All others are lagging behind. This creates disparities between companies in the

marketplace and profit gaps.

Regulators/Governments

Facing potential disparities of wages between workforces, national and international organizations

have a key responsibility in addressing such social issues. They also have a critical and exclusive

responsibility in amending the education system in order to grow the technical and required soft

skills for the new professional space students will enter (cognitive, emotional and social).

UN Involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

● The United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development works towards the

inclusive growth of employment, finding fitting employment for all workers, and

“promot[ing] sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and

productive employment and decent work for all”. This is the social dimension of

Sustainable Development planned in the Agenda.



○ This is a lengthy process, therefore, many countries might struggle to promote

equality, fairness and justice in the professional space because of disruptions

caused by AI, and may not correctly adjust to the soaring advancements AI

technology is making.

● As part of the 2030 Agenda, the Multi-Stakeholder Forum on STI (Science

Technology and Innovation), has held multiple conferences, seminars and

deliberations on AI and discussed their implications and lessons learned upon

disseminating AI.

Possible Solutions

1. A possible solution would be to call for the help of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)

to provide necessary support to the most affected states. The creation of seminars or

courses relating to the teaching of skills needed to facilitate professional transitions.

UNITAR, an NGO in partnership with AGFUND, published the Introduction to Microfinance

course on EdApp in order to provide general knowledge on sustainable microfinance and

how it can help marginalized communities overcome economic challenges. A similar general

technology training program could be created in order to introduce the current situation and

the soft and hard skills needed to secure employment. It is simply a way to build bridges into

a new professional life, through a technological and free way,.In addition, NGOs such as the

Red Cross, Doctor without borders or the IMF provide healthcare and financial support to

those affected by the loss of employment through a process of application.

2. Second, governments should act upon this situation as well. They could adopt anti-trust

legislation to avoid monopolies in the AI business space, in order to allow more competition

in the market; a fluid and active one that supports employment. Governments could equally

fund new public digital infrastructure, such as high-speed fiber optic internet or data centers

and networks. They would also modify education systems and learning structures for a

changed workplace by focusing on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and

Mathematics) skills, creativity and critical thinking, for an up-to-date and specialized young

population to ease a transition in new technological sectors. Entreprises could be nudged to

offer AI expertise on a non-profit basis, to invest in human capital: provide training sessions

to its employees about AI and its functionalities in relation to their respective jobs, similar to

the NGO technology training program and finally strengthen consumer data and privacy and

security.
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